Nomination as a tutor

1. The Munich Student Union names you, Mr./Ms.............................................................. , resident tutor at the hall of residence in ........................................................................................ from...................................................................................... to ...................................................... .

2. With this nomination you are obliged to the adherence of data secrecy. Subsequently it is forbidden to process make public make accessible or otherwise use personal data for any other purpose than the task of self-administration. This obligation subsists upon completion of your service. Violation of data secrecy can lead to a fine or custodial sentence under Article 34 BayDSG, Article 16 EDVG and §203 StGB.

3. As tutor you are included in the public liability insurance. (cross out if necessary)

4. With this nomination, the householder’s rights for the hall of residence and the appertaining open spaces will be passed on to you. A reappointment will extend the duration of these rights. (cross out if necessary)

(Point 3 and 4 are only applicable to resident tutors in halls’ of residence of the Student Union.)

I accept the position as a tutor and agree to the terms of data secrecy.

_________________________  ________________________
Tutor  Student Union Munich (Studentenwerk München)
Managing Director